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A computer language system has been developed which 
makes possible fast preparation of management reports, 
regardless of computational complexity or format variety. 
Costs are sufficiently low so that individually tailored reports 
can be prepared for every manager. 

The system requires initial preparation of large data banks 
contoining data in elementary form. Use of two special lan- 
guages, EXTRACT and MATRAN, permits selective extraction 
of any data subset, efficient processing through any compu- 
tational sequence, and flexible presentation of results in either 
tabular or graphical form. Matrix algebra is used as a funda- 
mental vehicle for accomplishing both manipulation and com- 
putation. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The  problem we set out to solve about four years ago 
can be characterized by three phrases: masses of data, 
complex mlalyses and urgency. The highly competitive 
nature of our business dictates that  we consider an ever 
i~mreasing amount  of data. Studies of the package deter- 
gent market ,  for example, might involve data for over 100 
brat~d sizes, over many time periods, ia ina[ly geographical 
areas. [ t  is no longer unusual to start a study with more 
than 100,000 numbers. To describe any real situation 
accurately requires use of a large number of characteristics 
0r variables with complex relationships. A relatively small 
mnnber of them, fortunately, may provide an adequate 
description. Our ability to analyze the situation falls off 
rapidly as we increase the number of variables used and 
as we depar t  from simple assumptions about their rela- 
tionships. 

T h e  ne t  result of this dilemma is that  we approaeh a 
t'esult by successive approximation. Studies are frequently 
characterized by a preliminary stag(; of data reduction 
followed by  manager or analyst decision to determine the 
direction of further study. Successive stages may involve 
l 'epetition of a given analytical approach at a differertt 
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level, of detail, or they may involve completely different 
analytical approaches. Many stages may become neees- 
saw, each dependent upon all prior stages. Timeliness is 
essential in our work; quick use of latest available data in 
appropriate analyses is necessary for effective manage- 
men*. Our solution to this problem involved extensive use 
of fast, computers, developlnent of flexible programming 
languages, and generation of modular operatirtg programs 
to inlplenmnt analysis attd reporting. 

More important than tile fact that we used computers 
extensively is tile manner in which we coordinated the 
work of our managers and tile operation of our computers. 
The basic problem is to make use of the combined strengths 
of manager and computer to the fullest extent possible. 
The problem is difficult because the work of tile manager 
is not susceptible to detailed description, accurate measure-. 
ment, incisive analysis or graphical display. We concluded 
more than two years ago that our best contribution could 
be Inade, not by defining better analytical lnetlmds as 
such, but rather by increasing the opportunity for experi- 
ram,ration with a variety of analytical methods alined at 
clarifying the highly complex and continually changing 
problems of our markets. Such experimentation, we be- 
lieve, should be carried out joinlly by a line manager and 
a staff analyst, using the computer for as much of the 
implementation work as possible. The resulting nmtual 
education of both manager and analyst, should lead to 
better analytical approaches than either one could devise 
by himself, especially if limited to manual methods. 

Tile strengt~hs of the managers, both line trod staff, lie 
primarily in intangible areas widely discussed but little 
understood in quantitative terms. Typical descriptive 
terms would be innovation, intuition, judgment, adapta- 
bility, imagination, generalization and experience. The 
strengths of a computer, by way of contrast, lie primarily 
in dear ly  defi~table areas, such as speed, accuracy, con- 
sistency and low cost of computation. Even those who are 
intimately involved with the development of computer 
teehnok)gy remain largely unaware of the economic impact 
of rapidly changing unit costs of eomput, ation. During the 
past fifteen years, we have witnessed the entire develop- 
men* of the high-speed electronic computer. Every five 
years, the cost of a given computational job has been cut 
to one-tenth of its previous cost. Considering further 
equipment developments already in process, we can expect 
this exponential decrease to continue for several more 
years. This means that many system uses of the computer, 
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...... h appear completely unjustified today, will be econom- 
ical by the time the systems are implemented. 

2. S y s t e m  R e q u i r e m e n t s  

Traditional systems analysis implies that system require- 
merits shouM be defined in detail before initial design takes 
place. We chose, instead, to define only in very general 
terllls our requirements for creation of data banks or files, 
selective extraction capability, analytical programming 
capability and report programming capability. 

Creatior~ oJ data bank,s, or files. Since arty set of data 
was potentially usable for many different studies, we stored 
available data in raw form for greatest flexibility. Even if 
current studies required only summary data, we built 
data banks in as basic form as we eouM, anticipating that 
future studies would require finer units or more complex 
classilication. Consider a shipment file comprising three 
two-way classifications of the basic data: t)rand sales by 
quarters for the total of all districts, district sales by quar- 
ters for the total of all brands, and brand sales by districts 
for the total of several quarters. Such summary files pre- 
clude the later use of finer units, such as sizes within a 
brand, sales units within a district, or months within a 

quarter, l~'urthermore, they preclude the use of any three- 
way classification of a subset, such as brand sales by 
quarters for a selected set of districts. On the other hand, a 
single large file of shipments in a three-way classification, 
with finer units in each dimension, makes any summary 
feasible. 

Selective extraction capability. Although it, is possible to 
define the kinds of data required to solve as-yet-undefined 
problems, it is ,Lot, practicable, to de[ine the formats it, 
which such data would be uscfuh Both file creation and 
selective extraction have common charaet(.,ristics. Both 
require recognition of elements regardless of format attd 
manipulation of elements into new formats. Therefore, 
one language, EXT~ACT, WaS developed to implement these 
requirements. This language provides complete independ- 
ence front format restrictions. 

Analytical programrn.ing capability. Because of the un- 
predictable nature of our t)roblems and the evolutionary 
process required for their solution, we established several 
subsidiary requirmnents. First, programs had to be usable 
independently, to preclude running through a long pro- 
gram in order to use a small part; of it. t):rograms written 
as small modules, or building blocks, however, could be 
made as efficient as was found necessary or desirable. Such 
programs could remain unchanged regardless of changes 
it, other programs; they could be revised immediately, on 
the other hand, if their own eflicieney could be increased. 
Second, programs had to be linkable in any conceivable 
order, with any conceivable amount of repetition, sequen- 
tim or intermittent. Such programs would be somewhat 
inefIieient because of the compatibility requirelnents at 
junction points, but they would provide unlimited flexi- 
bility. Third, retention of intermediate results in both tape 

and print form had to be feasible. Such re)el)lion is desir- 
able for several reasons: if a program should fail in a long 
sequence of computatiorts, intermediate results could be 
used to restarg ag the point of failure; if the analytieal 
approach required modification near the end of a sequeneq 
earlier computations would not have to be repeated. 

Report programming capability. In the past, emphasis 
on computing costs has often resulted in computer print- 
outs which have been difficult for both analysts and mana- 
gers to read and understand, because they have included 
inadequate descriptions, confusing decimal point cot)re> 
lions, superfluous digits and inflexible formats. Conse- 
quently, much time and effort was required to transcribe 
numbers fl'om computer printouts and construct appro- 
priate tables and charts for management attention. Com- 
puter production of readable reports, therefore, was cot> 
sidered essential. These reports had to be self-explanatory, 
with format flexibilibr adequate to meet the requiremettts 
of individual managers. Further, they had to be usable 
directly in reports, without transcription and subsequent 
error. 

Most managers depend primarily upon tabular presenta- 
tions of information. Many managers, oct the other hand, 
can perceive relationships more easily when information is 
presented in graphical form. Computer production of 
graphs, therefore, had to be feasible in conjunction with 
other computer work. 

Both analytical and report programming also haw: com- 
mon characteristics. Both require manipulation of sets of 
elements, either numeric or alphabetic. Both require 
ability to make changes rapidly, either in mathematical 
procedures or physical arrangements of elements. There- 
fore, a second language, MATaAN, was developed to imple- 
ment these requirements. This language provides complete 
flexibility in both manipulation and computation on 
element sets. 

3. L a n g u a g e s  

The data banks with which we operate comprise files 0f 
records, each of which combines one or more attributes 
with one or more pieces of mmmrical or alpharmmericaI 
data. Typical attributes include time periods, geographiel 
locations and product descriptions. Typical data include 
shipments, consumption, marketing activity, distances, 
costs and population. 

GENERAL FILE RECORD FORMAT 

• ' I 2 B U T E ~ M B U T E  DATUM DATUM DATUMI 
2 o*o N J 

TYPICAL FILE RECORD FORMAT 

EXTRACT.  Regardless of file format, we must be 
able to extract whatever data is of interest on the basis of 
certain attributes. The I~XTRACT language accomplishes 
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such extraction through a three-stage process. The first 

EXTRACT 

DESCRIBE ] SPECIFY 

INPUT SELECT 

FORMAT CONDITIONS 

DEFINE 

OUTPUT 

FORMAT 

stage describes the iHput format completely as to its 
k,ngth and contents. A file record for shipments, for ex- 
amp?e might inehlde the following tiehls: BRAND, SIZE, 
DISTI I [CT,  YEAR, : \[ONTH and QUANTITY. The 
second stage specifies the conditions, either basic or con> 
pouad,  under which a given record is to be extracted. 

Basic condition statements defitte a logical relationship 
between one input field value and a constant or another 
input field value. The permissible relationships include 
EQUAL, LOWER, THAN, t f lGHEI{  THAN,  ZERO, 
. \HNUS and PIASS; the negatives of these; and BI,ANI(. 
Each basic cotMit, ion llittst have a unique nallle. SI,]L- 
T I D E ,  lneaning select Tide, wouM be represented by the 
statement,  BRANI)  E TII )E .  Similarly, SEI~SIZE 60 
and SEL1962 would be represeHted by SIZE E 60 and 
YEA[I  E 62, respectively, lasts of included items within 
a given attribute may be used itl a single statement, as in 
SE[ :F&C,  where BRAND E T l l ) E  (&) C[[EER. SEL- 
l,All(HE might describe quantities not lower thau 10,000; 
S E L N O T N E G  might describe quantities not minus; 
S E L O N E M A K  might describe quantities not higher 
than  [. 

(.'.ompound condition statements define logical connec- 
tions between or among the truth vMues associated with 
the names of either basic or compound conditions. The 
permissible connectives include the asterisk, representing 
the logical AND; the ampersand, representing the logical 
011; arid the lninus sign, representing the logical NOT; 
iH a n y  sequence, AND takes precedence. Each compound 
c(mdition must also have a unique name. SEI:F&C might 
also describe the statement, S E L T I I ) E  & SEI~CHEEI:L 
SEI ,TN60&C, meaning select Tide, except size 60, or 
Cheer, might describe tile statement, S E L T I D E * S E L -  
SIZE60 & S E L C H E E I L  SELZT01, meaning select within 
the range from zero to one, might describe the statement 
SEI~NOTNEG*SELONEMAX.  

E i t h e r  basic or compound conditions may be used to 
specify extraction; any  logical condition may be generated 
by combining basic arld compound conditions. All names 
are completely arbi trary;  they are usually selected for 
their mnemonic value, and may include any eornbittation 
of up to  10 alphanmnerie characters. The third stage 
defines the desired output  format for the extracted records. 
This format  can include all or any part of the record, re- 
a r ranged  in any desired way; for example, the output 
records might contain only the brand, sales district and 
number  of shipments. In any ease, the original data bank 
is a lwa ys  preserved. The primary use for EXTRACT is data 
retr ieval ,  but it has also been found useful for many addi- 

tional purposes. Editing of data for completeness and con- 
sisteney within individual records is an important see- 
ondary usa. Making unusual or one time changes to many 
records within a file is another important use. Most iln- 
portant, perhaps, is the ability to make major file forlnat 
changes. This can be done incidental to extraction for 
some other purpose; the additional cost is then negligible. 

MAFOR3I. EXTe~aCT lacks two capabilities which we 
need to provide suitable input to :\[XTm~. I t  processes 
individuM records oMy, so that sorting by desired row and 
cohmm attributes is subsequently necessary; it includes no 
arittmtetic capability, so preliminary batching of data is 
not feasible. We have introduced a linking program, cMled 
:\[AFOPIi~[ for matrix formation, to overcome these 
problems. 

EXTRACT OUTPUT FOR MAFORM 

SEQ NAME SEQ. L NAME 

TYPICAL MAFORM OUTPUTS 

MONTHS BRANDS ~I 

of-, s, Es l E~/I DISTRICT] <1 ALL DISTRICTS L'  MONT" 2 .0NT.S__ 

Operating on the typical file record discussed earlier, 
I~]XTRA.CT can produce a specific type of record suitabh; for 
MAI:OIIS[. This record i~mludes aa identifying name for 
the matrix in which the record will be included, row arid 
eohmm names for use in titling, row and cohmm sequence 
numbers if alphabetical order is not desired, arid the 
quantity.  A typical outputs matrix might include districts 
as row and months as colunms. The individual data ele- 
ment might represent shipments for one size in one district 
for one month. Another typical output matrix, involving 
preliminary summarization, might include years as rows 
and brands as eolunms. The individuM data element in 
this ease might represent shipments of all sizes of' each 
brand in all districts over twelve-month periods. In addi- 
tion to data matrices, MAFORM provides vectors of row 
and column titles for use in preparing final reports. 

MATRAN. The basic logistics problems of large-scale 
business analysis had long since emphasized to us the need 
for powerful analytical tools. Matrix algebra offered the 
most immediate gains, both for simple and complex manip- 
ulations. In the longer rim, further, it promises to become 
the primary conceptual tool of the analyst~. 

MATRAN, meaning Matrix Algebra TRANslator,  was 
originally conceived of as primarily a mathematical lan- 
guage. Its subsequent evolution has made it a very  power- 
ful general-purpose language. MA'rB~N is convenient for 
even the simplest of arithmetic operations. One instruction 
is sufficient to perform any number of like operations, 
assunfing the operations apply to all elements of com- 
patible matrices or vectors. For example, assmne we want 
to determine total Spie & Span shipments for all districts 
and for all months  of a year, g iven the eorrespondittg data 
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for the two sizes, 12's and 24's. The MATRAN instruction 
would be simply: ADD, SS 12, SS 24, SS TOTAL. 

The operands, defining which matrices are being 
operated upon and where the result is to be stored, are 
arbitrary names. Again, assume we want to determine 
annual shipments by district for Spie & Span 12's. The 
appropriate MATaAN instruction is: SUM ROWS, SS 12, 
SS 12 I)[STR. Similarly, if we want to determine monthly 
shipments for all districts, the MATItAN instruction is: 
SUM COLUMNS, SS 12, SS 12 MONTH. In such opera- 
tions as these, the primary advantage of MATgAN is the 
elimination of work for the user, since each MATI~AN in. 
struction replaces a double-nested loop. 

MATRIX ADDITION 

MONTHS 

FSPIC &SPAN] FSPIC a SPAN] FSPIC B SPAN] 
~ /  ,2's / + | 24's / = l  TOTAL | 
,~'LSH'PMENTS_J LSH'PMENTS_I LSH'PMENTS__J 

ADD , SS 12 , SS24 , SSTOTAL 

MATRIX SUMMATION OF ROWS 

~. MONTHS 
 _FsP,C SPAN] r-1 ANNOAL ,=s . . . . . .  i /  SH' VNTS 
~L SH'PMENTS_] L_J =DIsTR'OT 

SUM ROWS , SSI2 ,SSI2DISTR 

MATRIX SUMMATION OF COLUMNS 

MONTHS 

EsP,c  S.A.] 
~ [  12'S | SUM COLUMNS ,SSI2,SSI2 MONTH 
~LSHIPM ENTSJ 

'~]..~. MONTHLY SHIPMENTS FOR U.S. 

The advantages of MATRAN are nmch more obvious 
when the problems at'(* more complex. Consider the prob- 
lem of nmltiple regression, a statistical tool now in daily 
use (Figure 1). Here we see the problem and its solution 
in matrix notation: 

characters. Each matrix must have two dimensions, 
representing maximum numbers of rows and columns; 
each vector must have one dimension, representing max|- 
reran number of elements. MATm~N operands include the 
names of these matrices, vectors, scalars and integers, as 
well as the names of statements. All of these sets of ele- 
ments are represented internally as matrices. Each matrix 
is represented by a row dimension, a column dimension 
and a set of elements equal in number to the product 0f 
row and column dimensions. A scalar or an integer is 
simply a 1Xl matrix; elements, unless integers, are in 

floatittg-point form. 
MATt~AN incorporates a variety of arithmetic operations. 

Element-by-element operations are the most widely used. 
Operations with scalars form another useful class. Summa- 
tion of elements is easily done, either in total, or by rows 
or eolunms. The most powerful arithmetic operations in- 
volve matrix multiplication and inversion. Compound 
operations such as TRANSPOSE M U L T I P L Y  and 
DIAGONAL VECTOR M U L T I P L Y  offer efficiency both 
in programming and it, storage requirements. Several 
special arithmetic operations are also available, including ~i' 
selection and identification of minima and maxima. 

MA'rRAN incorporates the usual kinds of transformation 
operations. These are accomplished element-by-element, 
attd the transform replaces the original element. 

Movement operations are equally as important as arith- 
metic operations in providing versatility. MATaAX provides 
two general kinds of movement. MOVE transfers any 
matrix, vector, scalar or integer to another location at 
high speed. TRANSPOSE interchanges corresponding 

elelnents of rows and eolunms in a matrix or vector. 
Operation on individual elements of a vector or veet0rs 

of a matrix requires that  these components be isolated. 
MA'r~AN provides for extraction of single elements, of a 
row or a column of any matrix or vector, and of the diag- 
onal of a square matrix. After operation on the isolated 
components is completed, they must usually be replaced 
in their previous positions or inserted in some new positi01~. 

Y = XB 
g ~ / "--'1 ! • (x x) x 

To program this solution in ~laTRiX, we nmst first define 
necessary storage areas, which requires six names and 
statements. Next, we must carry out the mathematical 
steps in appropriate order, which requires only nine state- 
ments, or a total of fifteen. This compares with several 
thousand iastructions required in Basic Autocoder. 
Equivalent operations in 1,'O~mCAi would require about 20 
instructions, assmning existence of I N V E R T  and MULTI-  
PLY subroutines. 

In order to illustrate the general versatility of MATt~AN, 
it is necessary to describe some of the operational details. 
5IATRAN " definitions are of four kinds: matrices, vectors, 
scalars and integers. Each definitioll nmst be identified 
by a unique nmne, comprising up to ten Mphanumerie 

MULTIPLE REGRESSION 

P R O B L E M -  Y " X B 

SOLUTION - -  B = ( X ' X ) - I x ' y  

DEFINE STORAGE - -  

X M ATRIX , I00 , SO 
XPX MATRIX, 30 ,30  
D SCALAR 
Y VECTOR , I00 
X PY VECTOR , SO 
B VECTOR , SO 

COMPUTE - -  

READ CARDS , X 
T RANSPOSE MULTIPLY, X, XPX 
INVERT, XPX, D 
READ CARDS, Y 
TRANSPOSE, X 
MULTIPLY,X, Y, XPY 
MULTIPLY, XPX, XPY, B 
PRINT, B 
END RUN 

F I G .  1. 
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The replacement operatiot~s i,~ MAqFIeAN mev(' elements or 
vectors without modifyit~g dimensions. The I N S E R T  
VECTOR operation eh~mgcs al:)propriatx~ dimensions attd 
moves all affected vectors or elcmetfl)s of the receiving 
matrix or vector  to ~eeommodat(~ the addition. 

Sequence control  is a vital part  of any general-purpose 
language. MATmtN provi&'s thr(,c main types of sequence 
control. Transfers are provided for in usual ways. The 
GO TO instruction provides for unconditional transfer 
to the statenm~tt named as operaad. [F  provides foE' trans- 
fer to appropriat~e statements depe,tding upon whether the 
first operand is negative, zero or positive. COMPARE 
provides for t, ransfer to appropriate statements depending 
upon whether the second operand is lower than, equal to, 
or higher than  the first operand in the sort sequence. END 
RUN provides for transfer to the next MAT[tAN program. 

Repetitive execution of one or more operations, or loop- 
ing, is provided for by use of the S T A R T  LOOP and END 
LOOP operations. These two s ta tements  are logically 
identical to the Ii'oa'rRAN DO statement.  STA RT LOOP 
must have a name to which E N D  LOOP refers. Operands 
of START LOOP define an indexing integer, its starting 
attd ending values, attd the indexing interval. 

Especially important  for our purposes is the provision 
for including subroutines. The P E R F O R M  operation 
starts at, the E N T R Y  statement,  continues through the 
E X I T  statement,  then retm'ns to the s tatement  following 
P E R F O R M .  Any mnnber of subroutines may be used, 
and subroutines may  be nested (i.e., one subroutine may 
call another as long as the second does not in turn  call the 
first). By use of this device, we have been able to generate 
metalanguages of various kinds to serve special purposes. 

Another impor tant  characteristic for analytical pur- 
poses is dimension control. Dimensions of one matrix or 

: vector are frequently needed to control an operation or to 
establish a compatible matrix or vector elsewhere. Dimen- 
sions can be extracted with ROW TO I N T E G E R  or 
COLUMN TO I N T E G E R  operations, or replaced by the 
reverse operations. D I M E N S I O N  establishes the row 
dimension of the first operand and the cohmm dimension 
of the  second operand as the two dimensions of the third 
operand. 

Several self-explanatory types of operations are available 
for element-l)y-eletnent conversions. FIX,  FLOAT, and 
C L E A R  operate  only on numeric data;  B L A N K  and 
S H I F T  operate on alphamnneric data. 

The  several MATmaN printing operations make it pos- 
sible to produce finished management reports directly 
f rom the computer .  E D I T  converts floating-point numbers 
ingo fixed point  with desired number of decimal places. 
P R I N T  ALP I I A  provides for printing alphanumeric data 
with desired spaces between columns and rows. MASK 
provides for superimposing characters from one element 
upolt another. C O M M E N T  and MESSAGE provide for 
introduction of editorial notes into a program, or into the 
ou tpu t  of a program, respectively. SPACE attd RESTOi-IE 

assist in improving legibility. 
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Finally, MATRAN provides a variety of input-output 
options. Cards for numeric data may be read or punched 
all at once foE' a given matrix or one row at a time. READ 
P U N CH  CAI/~D implements reading of alphanumeric 
data. Printing of numeric data can also be done all at once 
for a given matrix or one row at  a time. Elements are in 
unedited form suitable for analysis but not for finished 
reports. Standard tape operations complete the major 
i\[a'~'ltAN statements. Inherent in the operations described 
is a high level of flexibility and convenience to the user. 

Characteristics oj" the Language. These computer lan- 
guages, in summary, have very desirable characteristics. 

COMPUTER LANGUAGES 
USED IN 

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

I. EASY TO LEARN 2 MAN - DAYS 

2. EASY TO WRITE USE ENGLISH WORDS 
USE FEW INSTRUCTIONS 

5. EASY TO CHECK PIN POINT ERRORS 

4. INEXPENSIVE 

TO PROGRAM I -  8 MAN--HOURS 
t TO RUN 2 MORE / PROGRAM 

I a  tile first place, they are easy to learn; formal training 
of two days is usually sufficient for either ExTra,err or 
MaTRAN. Prior understanding of matrix algebra is desir- 
able but not critical, and minimal knowledge about 
machines is required. These languages are easy to write, 
because they use English words and mnemonic names; 
relatively few instructions are required. Although a sepa-. 
rate instruction is required for each logical phrase of art 
equation, the time required to write and cheek is not 
markedly greater than with FORTt~AN. 

These languages are easy to check since the language 
translators developed by Data Processing Research have 
built-in diagnostic routines, and a few minutes inspection 
of a program failure usually locates an error. These lan- 
guages are inexpensive to program, since most programs 
require less than a full man-day of effort. The  resulting 
load-and-go programs are inexpensive to run; inefficiencies 
resulting from modularity are balanced by effieieneies of 
matrix subroutines. The assembly cost of about two dollars 
per program is a strength rather than a weakness; re- 
assembly at each use permits continual revision, both of 
the language itself and of the programs. We seldom run a 
program twice without revision; vested interest in existing 

programs is minimal; it is frequently easier to write a new 
program than to adapt an existing program for modified 

nse .  

4. Applications 

Applications of this approach have been made in many 
areas. Some applications are of a repetitive nature; others 

occur intermittently; still others are one-shot analyses. 
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Repetitive applications. One class of repetitive reports 
involves shipment summaries for Advertising Department 
Brand Managers. These reports include geographical sub- 
divisions as rows. Most include all districts and divisions; 
many include special subsets of districts, selected by area 
or by physicM characteristics. The columns of these reports 
include individual months, subsets of months, indices of 
recent to prior periods and rankings among the districts. 

S H I P M E N T  REPORTS 

TYPICAL ROWS TYPICAL COLUMNS 

ALL DISTRICTS INDIVIDUAL MONTHS 

ALL DIVISIONS SUB-SETS OF MONTHS-- 

SUB-SETS OF DISTRICTS-- LAST X MONTHS 

BY AREAS PREVIOUS Y MONTHS 

BY CHARACTERISTICS Z MONTHS YEAR AGO 

INDICES 

RANKINGS 

The important distirmtiou between these reports and con- 
w~ntionM shipment reports is that  these are tailored to the 
individuM desires of the Brand Managers involved. Stand- 
ardization for its owtr sake is eliminated. Standardization 
for progranuner convenience is eliminated. Standardiza- 
tion occurs only if the managers involved decide that  it 
aids mutuM understanding of operating problems. 

Another class of repetitive reports involves delivew 
expense summaries for Traffic and Sales Department 
managers, t tere both rows and columns are more diverse 
because the reports are used by more than one operating 
function. 

In addition to geographicM subdivisions, eat'rim's, order 
size classes and customers appear as rows on some of the 
reports. The eolunms include such headings as number of 
orders, number of eases, weight, actual freight cost, cost 
per hundred weight, cost per ease, reference or ideal freight 
cost, atld indices of performance. 

DELIVERY EXPENSE REPORTS 

TYPICAL ROWS TYPICAL COLUMNS 

ALL DISTRICTS NO. OF ORDERS 

ALL DIVISIONS NO. OF CASES 

SUB-SETS OF DISTRICTS WEIGHT 

CARRtERS ACTUAL FREIGHT COST 

ORDER SIZE CLASSES COST PER CWT. 

CUSTOMERS COST PER CASE 

REFERENCE FREIGHT COST 

INDICES 

Whereas the shipment reports dealt with monthly sum- 
maries, these reports deal with individual orders. 

As with the shipment reports, these reports are tailored 
to the desires of the managers involved. Reports for t ra~c  
managers are distinctly different from reports for sales 
managers. 

These two classes of reports have much in common. 
They are generated primarily from listings of the row and 

column [i~les desired. Col~sider, for example, the eolulnn 
title, LAST 6 MONTHS. This would be written in hernial 
fashion by the user. i t  would be key-punched as separate 
10-character elements, lert,~jusl, ified for convenience of the 
key-puncher. The computer would l;hett scan ~,he elements, 
store the "6" for' subsequent use, detect attd right-justify 
the lot~gest word, center other words or rmmbers relative)0 
the longest, at)el generate appropriate underlining. The 
computer would then prepare for printing by stacking the 
words and centering ()vet' the edited number field. 

COLUMN T I T L E  SPACING 

WRITE - -  
LAST 6 MONTHS 

KEY P U N C H -  
I L A S T  Is 

COMPUTE 
L A S T  I 6 

PRINT - -  
L A S T  

6 
M O N T H S  

o 

x X . X ± ~  

I M O N T H S  

I M O N T H S I  
. . . . . .  I 

A subroutine would calculate the appropriate sum of tl~e 
last 6 months after deriving the last month from the basic 
data matrix dimensions and the first month from the "6' 
set aside above. 

T Y P I C A L  S U B R O U T I N E  

I. DERIVATION OF CONTROLS 

COLUMN TO INTEGER , BASICDATA , LASTMONTH 
EXTRACT ELEMENT I 2 ,COLTITLES,  DURATION 
SUBTRACT, LASTMO'NTI'I, DURATION,  FIRSTMONTH 
ADD, I. , FIRSTMONTH , FIRSTMONTH 

2. HOUSEKEEPING 8~ DESCRIPTION 

PERFORM , COLSETSUM , COLSETEND 
o 

o 

COLSETSUM DIMENSION, BASICDATA, I ~sUMvEC 
CLEAR , SUMVEC 
COMMENT, SUM A SET OF CONSECUTIVE COLUMNS 
COMMENT, FROM FIRSTMONTH THROUGH LASTMONTH 
COMMENT, AND PLACE IN COLUMN I OF REPORTDATA 

( COMPUTATION INSTRUCTIONS ) 

COLSETEND RETURN 

3. COMPUTATION INSTRUCTIONS 

COLSUMLOOP START LOOP, J FIRSTMONTH LASTMONTH I 
EXTRACT COLU~4N , J , BASICD.~TA, STOREVE~ 
ADD, STOREVEC , SUMVEC, SUMVEC 
END LOOP, COLSUM LOOP 
REPLACE VECTOR , SUMVEC, I , REPORTDATA 

This typical subroutine would make use of the PERFOI~[ 
operation, with arbitrary names for entry and exil. 
COMMENT )night be used to describe the subroutine i'~ 
detail for the convenience of the users. This typical sub 
routine would also make use of a variable loop, since it 
should handle the summing of any set of consecutive 
eolurnns. The two controls, F I R S T M O N T H  and LAST 
MONTH are sufficient. 

Similar logic applies to derivation of controls from stlcl~ 
titles as PREVIOUS Y MONTHS and Z MoNTItS 
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YEAR AGO. PI:{I!;VI()US must, be interpreted :relative 
to LAST X MOXTtIS, h(>wevcr. 

intermittent A.nalyse,v. Facility local)ion represents an 
important class of iJ%(',rmitt(~nt aualyses. Estimated tariffs 
are appropriate for many such studies. In such instances, 
geographical k)cation c()ordiuaees for the cities being con- 
sidered as sources or desginaLi(ms are convenient for' calcu- 
lating straightdine inter-cit;y distatmes. Application of 
appropriate tariff equal,ions and addition of source-specific 
costs yields a total unit; cost matrix. Multiplication by the 
demand vector then yiel(ts total cost to fulfill any included 
destinatiou's demand from any one of the included sources. 

The total cost matrix can then be used tO evaluate any 
selected subset of sources. Aft;er selection of the best source 
in the subset for each destination, summaries of costs and 
allocated demands are easily made. This approach costs 
so little that many possibilities can be evaluated and the 
sensitivity of total cost to various strategies can be ex- 
anained in depth. 

lion within brackets, where the partial brackets represent 
the largest integer not exceeding the enclosed quantity 
(Iverson's cortcept of the "floor"). Evaluation of this func- 
tion :for all permissible values of I a~t(.t J is quite inexpensive 
for realistic values of the basic dimetlsions. The number 
of possible patterns for a given package did not exceed 64 
in the actual runs. 

PALLET CAPACITY ANALYSIS 

PERPENDICULAR PATTERNS 

! , = o, , , -  - - ,  L~J 

J " o , ' , - ' - ,  k.~-J 

777~. [~7"  ~ F' ' ,d ' = MAX I d E [ -'~'-w] + d [~J +['~-wJ~/"-~'~')~ 
7 

There is another kind of pattern, however, which may 
turn out to be more efficient than the perpendicular pat- 
terns. These chimney stack or pinwheel patterns require a 

MAJOR STEPS IN 
FACILITY LOCATION ANALYSIS 

FOR EACH POTENTIAL SOURCE OR DESTINATION- 

EXTRACTION OF LOCATION COORDINATES 
CALCULATION OF DISTANCE MATRIX 
APPLICATION OF TARIFF EQUATIONS 
ADDITION OF SOURCE-SPECIFIC COSTS 
MULTIPLICATION BY DEMAND VECTOR 

TO YIELD TOTAL COST 
= FROM ANY INCLUDED SOURCE 
° TO ANY INCLUDED DESTINATION 

FOR EACH SELECTED SUB-SET OF SOURCES-- 

SELECTION OF BEST SOURCE FOR EACH DESTINATION 
LISTING OF DESTINATIONS SUPPLIED BY EACH SOURCE 
SUMMATION OF DEMAND SUPPLIED FROM EACH SOURCE 
SUMMAT(ON OF COSTS INCURRED AT EACH SOURCE 
SUMMATION DF ALL COSTS 

One-Shot Analyses. Typical of one-shot analyses carried 
out, with these techniques is pallet capacity analysis. The 
problem is simply to determine best arrangements of 
packages on pallets for various sizes of pallets and pack- 
ages. This problem has been attacked usually by drafting 
techniques. 

PALLET CAPACITY ANALYSIS 

FOR ANY GIVEN PALLET SIZE 

FOR EACH GIVEN PACKAGE SIZE 

FOR EACH OF TWO PATTERN CLASSES 

SELECT MOST EFFICIENT PATTERN 

PARALLEL PATTE RI~.S 
l 

7, w 

k 

L = Pallet LengCh 

W = Palle¢ Width 

= Package Lengfh 

w = Package Width 

The most obvious kind of pattern involves placing the 
packages in parallel rows. This type of pattern is a subset 
of what we might call perpendicular patterns. All of the 
possible perpendicular patterns are described by the tune- 

CHIMNEY STACK PATTERNS 

j 

L- J 
S 

considerably different treatment. This project is of par- 
ticular interest, because it illustrates several important 
points. The problem required a major contribution from 
an analyst. I t  was solved by computer enumeration of 
sinall finite subsets within certain algebraic restrictions. 
Results of both kinds of analysis were presented to the 
user for final decision about such factors as operating 
stability. The division of labor among user, analyst and 
computer seems appropriate. 

The applications I have cited emphasize tabular pres- 
entation of results. Graphical presentations can also be 
incorporated if the user desires. Graphing routines lmve 
been found useful in preliminary steps to analysis, as well 
as in summarizing analytical results. 

5. Summary 

The originat stimulus for this development came from 
the 5,[aaageme:nt Systems Section of the Advertising 
Department early in 1961. Accomplishments to date are 
attributable to close collaboration between the Data 
Processing Systems Research Group, the Industrial Engi- 
neering Systems Analysis Department, and Management 
Systems-Advertising. D.P.S. Research developed the 
necessary languages and I.E.D. Systems Analysis devel- 
oped the appropriate programs to implement the operating 
requirements defined by Management Systems-Adver- 
tising. 

This approach is quite similar to that developed under 
the auspices of the Minuteman High Reliability Com- 
ponent Program as described by Wang [1]. It is somewhat 
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more ge~teral, but probably less efficient, than the AUTO- 
STAT lat~guage described by Douglas and Mitchell [2]. 

()ur approach is based on the premise that the primary 
role of a computer in management information systems 
work is not to provide present information at lower cost, 
but  rather to provide appropriate new information never 
b(,fore ~w~ilab/e to tit(: malnag(:r. This new information 
should include tLhose analyses whiet~ the staff analyst and 
the line manager jointly decide are needed, based on 
exercise of their unique but intangible special strengths. 
l :requcntly their deeisioa will be dependent, uport one or 
several previous analyses, from which they have gained 
additional insight about their problen~ area. The aew in- 
formation desired may reprcseat a new direction of anal- 
ysis or more detailed treatment in a previous direction. 

What  have we really accomplished through this ap- 
proach? One major gain is reduction of the analytical and 
maua.gerial tim(, required I 'or~  given problem. Back in 
1961 a typical  problem required 

1 week to define the problem 
4 weeks to collect the data 
9 weeks to anaiyz(~ the data 
2 weeks to present, conclusions 

l'or a total of 16 weeks. Tha t  elapsed t, hno has been cut to 
a total  of four weeks today. Although the definition time 
remains the same, the time re(luire(l to eolleet the data, 
analyze the data, and present conclusions have each been 
redueed to about  one week. D~.d>a (:ollection is faster, t)e- 
cause most  of the pertinent, data  is already available (m 
tupe liles. Analysis is much baster, bet:rose of language 
simplicity and program modularity. Even presentati(:)u 
()f eonelusions is somewhat  faster, t)ee, m)se most appen<liees 
are produced directly as e()mputcr output,, then photo- 
redueed to s tandard report  size. 

What /cinds of sys tems have resulted from this (qnpha- 
sis? At first glance, they seem to ignore every <)rdinary 
criterion of computer  operating (4licit,hey. We t)r()vid(~ for 
extra data storage, I)eeause its marginal (:()st; is small. We 
plan (m extra tape searching to provide flexi/:)ility, l!:hq)s('d 
manageria l  time is reduced a( the Cxl)ense of eoml)uter 
running time. We plan on extra compula&'on., l)(xqttts(', (,it(: 
marginal  cost of eomptttatio)~ is small ('Olil[):u'e(l with in[)ttt: 
and outpu t  costs. We plan on cxb'a gape pm)#ing and 
paper printing to perlni(, exercise of nmnagerial ju(lgm(mt 
a t  many  points in an aaalysis. 

INEFFICIENT INFORMATION 
COMPUTER iil/llll, FOR EFFECTIVE 
OPERATrON MANAGEMENT 

EXTRA DATA STORAGE 
EXTRA TAPE SEARCH 
EXTRA COMPUTATION 
EXTRA TAPE PRINTING 
EXTRA PAPER pRINTING 

TI.ELY -1 ACCURATE I 
COMPREHENSIVE V 
DIVERSE / 
APPROPRIATE ~ 

Have  we really gained from this emptmsis? ()ur (.xperi- 
ence confirms tilat we have. We have been able to provide 
more timety, more accurate and more eomprehensive anal3'- 
ses. Diverse approaches have yielded more appropriate  
final result~s. A single recettt project has paid for the tomt 
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development cost of this approach several times over. I~:~ 
all these eases, we are tradittg computer operath~g it~efli- 
ciencies for better management itfformation. For tunatdy,  
these added costs have turned out to be a small percentage 
of our total computing costs. Yet t, hese apparent i~effi- 
cieneies provide us with tremendous flexibility. The pci- 
mary advantage of such flexibility lies in our ability to 
dej}r decisions until the most appropriate time. 

We can start  developing data banks without haviag 
standardized either format or contempt; we can modify 
both format and content whenever it is desired. We cab 
start analyses without having decided how (o complete 
them, change direction easily, perform in paralM many  
steps which would normally require sequential treatme~tt, 
and we can examine more alternatives withiu given time 
limits. We ca~t incorporate latest data quickly, defer acti(m 
until maximum informatioa is available, then act swiftly 
in response to peculiar market conditions. We can provide 
much detail initially, theft reduce detail or supplant it wit% 
exception reports, as users gain experience with the systetm 

The primary disadvantage of our approach relative to 
FOgTltAN attd CoBoL is the need to write a new compiler 
whenever we change to noneompat, ible :maehiltes. This 
cost, is estimated to be about one man-year. There are 
several primary advantages over FOItTItAN and (~OBOL. 

1. Matrix algebra is a more natural language for o~r 
analysts in the eoutext of most busiuess problems thaa 
ordinary algebra. 

2. MA:ncax statements, though more ttt.ttnerotls wheIl. 
handling nouarray data are generally simpler. 

3. lnput..ottt[)ut is considerably more convenient. 
l:. C<)mpiling speed of 1000 statements per minute p('r- 

mits limitless modificatiou at negligible cost. 
"l'he low cost of compilation itself' compensates sevc.ml- 

fold for the cost of rewriting the compiler every few years. 
What have we learned during the developmelit of this 

approach? if we were to start over at this point, we would 
t)robably modify the capabilities of our languages in sev- 
eral respects. I:;XT~AeT might be designed to handle mort  
powert'ul logic, including pareuthesized statemeats, as ~ l l  
as simple aritlm~etie operations. Ability to make inter- 
record comparisons wouM be very helpful. MATm~X nfigh) 
be designed for greater flexibility in definition. Names of 
matrices and titles of rows and columns could supplement 
the present identifieatiou by location aud dimensioas. I+~ 
~eueral, however, we would probably follow the sa ue 
(.volutioluu'y approach. We have developed a workabh' 
s3'st, em, startiag wit, h a min'im~m of assumptions about 
the problems to be selved, l"urther developmeut of the 
system is not hindered by our past decisions. 
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